REFERENCE CASE ASML EUV ALPHA DEMO TOOL
10 years of close collaboration with ASML have led to a significant number of TNO contributions to ASML’s EUV
Alpha Demo tool:

REFERENCE CASE: CONTAMINATION CONTROL
For over ten years TNO has been the world’s leading expert on particle contamination control for all equipment to be
used in the EUV era, building on vast experience in EUV lithography and optics lifetime. From consultancy and
development of new production equipment (with zero particle generation) through to analyzing and solving particle
issues in the fab, TNO provides comprehensive support to the semiconductor industry in the area of particle
contamination.
TNO’s equipment solutions include:
Particle Contamination Prevention
Prevention of particle contamination starts with the development of tools that do not generate any particles and
prevent particles from other sources ever coming into contact with the mask or wafer. TNO takes a systems
engineering approach to providing equipment solutions that achieve these objectives. These solutions include
equipment for mask handling, dual pod interfaces, storage, metrology, cleaning and testing. TNO’s services in this
area range from developing new equipment for equipment suppliers and providing prototypes to consultancy on
material use, and prevention of wear and outgassing in a vacuum. TNO’s consultancy covers analysis of mask (and
wafer) flow in fabs in order to identify potential sources of particle contamination and implement improvements. TNO
also provides training on particle prevention in the fab.

Inspect and repair masks using TNO’s Helium Ion Microscope.
Particle Detection
TNO develops and operates equipment for the detection and analysis of particles to support equipment development
and process analysis. Specifically for detection of nano-sized particles on smooth surfaces, TNO developed the
RapidNano particle scanner. The cleanliness of equipment and handling processes can be verified very accurately by
automatically comparing scans before and after a processing or handling step. By automatically linking particles
detected in the pre- and post scan, the addition of a single particle can be observed. The RapidNano is currently able
to detect particles of 50 nm and larger on any surface up to 200 x 200 mm (including full mask blanks). Additional
development currently being planned will enable detection of particles of 16 nm and larger. In addition to using the
RapidNano for analysis and development, TNO also provides turn-key scanner solutions and scanner designs. TNO
is also heavily involved in the process development and optimization of Helium Ion Microscopes (HIM), which can be
used, for example, to inspect and repair patterned masks in one go. The HIM is a new and very accurate surface
characterization technique that allows direct viewing and surface analysis of (sub-) nanometer structures, using a
beam of helium ions to scan the surface instead of the electrons used in SEMs. This produces much sharper images
and more detailed information on the composition of the topmost layer. Furthermore, in contrast to SEMs, the HIM
can also be used on non-conductive samples. In addition to imaging, the helium ion beam can be used for deposition
and etching to facilitate mask repair and research on future nodes. Deposition of 4 nm lines at 10 nm pitch has
already been demonstrated. TNO also developed methods for detecting particles on rough surfaces, which can be
used to ascertain the cleanliness of equipment parts, for example. TNO’s comprehensive set of tools for the analysis
of material properties of particles and surfaces includes XPS, EDAX and SEM.

Cleaning Technologies and Services
Cleaning substrates, masks, equipment and parts comes with the challenge of removing ever smaller particles
without damaging the increasingly delicate surfaces (e.g. patterned masks and optics). TNO develops new cleaning
technologies and equipment as well as provides a wide range of world-class cleaning services for both particle and
molecular contamination. TNO develops, builds and uses plasma cleaners that can be used for the molecular
cleaning of a range of contaminants on a wide variety of substrates. The low-pressure plasma sources developed by
TNO enable very delicate and EM sensitive substrates to be cleaned. Before and after plasma exposure the system
can be pumped to Ultra High Vacuum (UHV), providing a very clean environment. TNO also develops and evaluates
other novel cleaning technologies such as nano-bubble cleaning. To clean materials and assemblies prior to the final
assembly of production equipment, TNO also uses several industrial cleaning tools: wet cleaning with ultrasonics and
rinsing, drying by nitrogen flow, and baking out in a vacuum oven.

Equipment Qualification
Suppliers of (modules for) equipment that handle EUV masks or wafers need to prove that their product does not add
particles to the mask or wafer. TNO can assist you in providing this evidence, not only for equipment, but also for
storage solutions and transport. TNO has developed a qualification procedure on particle cleanliness for the EUV
mask infrastructure based on particle deposition models combined with statistical analysis and an acceptance test
method. The use of models and process knowledge in addition to statistics minimizes the qualification effort and
costs by reducing the number of required tests without compromising reliability. TNO provides all the required
qualification steps from setting requirements and designing qualifications tests and protocols to performing the tests.
Much of the equipment available at TNO is also used for qualification tests. One example is the RapidNano particle
scanner that can find a single added particle on a mask blank by generating a differential analysis between two
scans. Pre- and post-scanning of mask blanks or witness plates detects any particles added by equipment, handling
procedures or transport. All in all, TNO’s leading expertise in particle contamination control ensures that you can
optimize your EUV-related equipment and processes and maximize your yield.

REFERENCE CASE: THIN FILM TECHNOLOGY
TNO Thin Film Technology (TFT) and TNO’s HOLST institute have a world-wide reputation in the field of thin film
deposition processes. This thin film deposition is an enabling technology for many large area electronics applications,
such as thin-film solar, (O)LED lighting and (O)LED displays.

The mission of TFT is the development of innovative and scalable deposition technology for the production of large
area applications. In this the focus is currently on the production of thin film solar cell production equipment.
TFT is an important co-founder of the Holst Centre in 2005 and the Solliance initiative (co-operation between IMEC,
ECN, TUE and TNO) in 2010. Within the Solliance initiative TFT is responsible for the development of CIGS based
thin film PV production concepts. For this purpose TNO has a reference R&D CIGS production line for 30x30 cm2
cells, consisting of Mo sputtering, CIGS co-evaporation, wet-chemical deposition of a buffer layer and sputtering of
ZnO:Al TCO. TFT develops together with industrial partners materials, processes and the next generation production
equipment for CIGS solar cells resulting in reduced Cost-of-Ownership.
TFT is working on process development of the following technologies, that are i.a. used for innovative steps in the
CIGS production process:







Spatial atomic layer deposition (ALD) --> CdS-free buffer layer, TCO, barrier layer;
Atmospheric pressure (plasma enhanced) chemical vapor deposition (AP(PE)-CVD) --> TCO;
Wet-chemical deposition and patterning --> CIG, buffer layer, grid;
Selenization --> active CIGS layer ;
Light management --> TCO, nanostructuring.

The combination of the above technologies enables a unique processing approach, in which dedicated solutions in
terms of cost of ownership and process efficiency can be found. The internal co-operation with Equipment for Additive
Manufacturing, Responsive Materials and Coatings and Materials for Integrated Products enables us to develop
industrial scale solutions, that can be transferred to new equipment for PV and Lighting for the production of reliable
products on a large scale.



CASE ROLL 2 ROLL SPATIAL ATOMIC LAYER DEPOSITION TOOL

In the past years TNO has developed Spatial Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD), a groundbreaking deposition
technology which can apply atomic layers with a high speed (more than 1 nm/s). Now, a roll to roll (R2R) Spatial ALD
reactor has been created for process development.



CASE THIN FILM PHOTOVOLTAIC SOLAR PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT FOR SOLLIANCE

Solliance is the alliance of TNO, TU/e, Holst Centre, ECN, imec and Forschungszentrum Julich for research and
development in the field of thin film photovoltaic solar energy (PV) in the ELAT-region (Eindhoven-Leuven-Aachen
triangle). Solliance’s ambition is to strengthen the position of the region as a world player in thin film PV. Solliance
creates synergy among more than 250 researchers with this common goal.

